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Sébastien Lerique

Abstract
We present an empirical case study that connects psycholinguistics with the field of cultural
evolution, in order to test for the existence of cultural attractors in the evolution of quotations.
Such attractors have been proposed as a useful concept for understanding cultural evolution in
relation with individual cognition, but their existence has been hard to test. We focus on the transformation of quotations when they are copied from blog to blog or media website: by coding
words with a number of well-studied lexical features, we show that the way words are substituted
in quotations is consistent (a) with the hypothesis of cultural attractors and (b) with known effects
of the word features. In particular, words known to be harder to recall in lists have a higher tendency to be substituted, and words easier to recall are produced instead. Our results support the
hypothesis that cultural attractors can result from the combination of individual cognitive biases in
the interpretation and reproduction of representations.
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Fig. 4. Three generations of portrait-makers in Venice. This ﬁgure, showing, from 1500 to 1575, all paintings by Venice painters Bellini, Titian and Tintoretto in our data, illustrates the
Apprentice hypothesis. Titian, whose career spanned three quarters of a century, painted more direct-gaze paintings than his master Bellini, but fewer than his later contemporary
Tintoretto. The proportion of direct-gaze portraits in Titian's work does not grow from one half of his career to the other. The paintings come from the following collections:
Staatliche Museen (Berlin), Musée des Beaux-Arts (Besançon), Szépmûvészeti Múzeum (Budapest), Gemäldegalerie (Dresden), Galleria degli Ufﬁzi & Galleria Palatina (Palazzo Pitti)
(Florence), Museum voor Schone Kunsten (Ghent), Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art (Kansas City), Garrowby Hall (Earl of Halifax Collection) & National Gallery (London), Los Angeles
County Museum of Art (Los Angeles), Museo del Prado & Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza (Madrid), Palazzo della Provincia (Mantua), Pinacoteca di Brera & Castello Sforzesco (Milan),
Alte Pinakothek (Munich), Museo Nazionale di Capodimonte (Naples), Frick Collection (New York), Musée du Louvre (Paris), Fundación Colección Thyssen-Bornemisza (Pedralbes),
Accademia di San Luca and Galleria Doria Pamphilj (Rome), Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen (Rotterdam), The Hermitage, (St. Petersburg), Gallerie dell'Accademia & Scuola
Grande di San Rocco (Venice, Kunsthistorisches Museum (Vienna), National Gallery of Art (Washington), Kunstsammlungen (Weimar).
Fig. 1. A linear, prestige based history of bloodletting: the Egyptians adopt the practice of bloodletting, they inﬂuence the Hippocratic writers, who inﬂuence Galen, who inﬂuences the next
two millennia of western medicine.
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bins spanning Dt days (1 day in the implementation), each one representing a unit of time
evolution; when a quotation q0 appears in bin t + 1, it is counted as a substitution if it
differs from the most frequent quote of the preceding bin t (or a substring thereof) by
only one word; if not, q0 is not considered to be an instance of substitution. Fig. 4a shows
the inferences made by such a model. The assumptions it embeds, however, are a subset
of a much wider set of possibilities, each leading to alternative inferences.

SUBSTITUTION MODEL

Fig. 3. Possible paths from occurrence to occurrence: q, q0 , and q00 are three quotation variants belonging to
the same cluster. q and q00 differ by two words, but q0 differs from both q and q00 by one word. The second
occurrence of q can safely be considered a faithful copy of the first, but the occurrences of q0 and q00 are
uncertain: While the first occurrence of q0 is most likely a substitution for q, it could also stem from q00 ; conversely, the second occurrence of q00 could also be a substitution for q0 instead of being a faithful copy of its
first occurrence.
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Fig. 5. Part-of-Speech-related results: Categories are simplified from the TreeTagger tag set: C means
Closed class-like (see main text for details), J means adjective, N noun, R adverb, and V means verb. The
top panel shows the actual sPOS and s0POS counts. The bottom panel shows the substitution susceptibility rPOS ,
which is the ratio between the two previous counts. Confidence intervals are computed with the Goodman
(1965) method for multinomial proportions.
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Fig. 6. Substitution susceptibility for feature values: Susceptibility to substitution versus feature value of a
candidate word for substitution (binned by quartiles), with 95% asymptotic confidence intervals (Goodmanbased multinomial).

seem counter-intuitive, but it is probably because over 70% of those words have seven
letters or more). Clustering coefficient shows no effect on susceptibility, and neither does
Number of synonyms; in particular, words with many synonyms do not attract substitutions more than random (in fact, half the substitution models show they have a slight
tendency to be substituted less than random).
Fig. 6. Substitution susceptibility
for feature values: Susceptibility to substitution versus feature value of a
On the whole, the trends observed are consistent with known effects of word frecandidate word for substitution
byand
quartiles),
asymptotic
confidence
(Goodmanquency, age of(binned
acquisition,
number of with
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indicating
that the triggering
of a intervals
subbased multinomial). stitution could behave quite similarly to word recall in standard tasks.

features change upon substitution. Considering a word w substituted for w0 , we measure
how a feature / of w varies when it is replaced with w0 ; that is, we look at /ðw0 Þ as a
function of /(w). Averaging this value over all start words such that /(w) = f yields the
mean variation for that feature value f:18
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j/ðwÞ ¼ f g

19

We are interested in comparing the value of m/ ðf Þ to f itself, as this shows whether
there is an attraction (or a repulsion) effect toward (respectively from) some values of
each feature. In other words, plotting the y = x line, we can see if substitutions tend to
attract words toward some typical feature value or not—a standard procedure in the study
of dynamical systems.

Fig. 7. Feature variation upon substitution: m/ , average feature value of the appearing word as a function of
the feature value of the disappearing word in a substitution (binned by quartiles), with 95% asymptotic confidence intervals based on Student’s t-distribution. The overall position of the curve with respect to the dashed
line representing H0 (constant m0/ ) indicates the direction of the cognitive bias compared to a purely random
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little to no interaction between a disappearing word’s features in determining the var
thatexhibit
word awill undergo when substituted.
acquisition, Clustering coefficient and Number of letters, on the tions
otherthat
hand,
To make
concrete, here is an example substitution taking place in the datas
clear negative bias for the substitution process (except for high clustering
valuesthings
or very
0
high number of letters). The three curves are significantly below their
respective
m/ and
Around
mid-November
2008 several media websites reported the following quote fro
00
on recall:
Words
m/ curves for most start values, which is consistent with the literature
Burmese
poet Saw
Wai (arrested for one of his poems),

COMBINED EFFECTS

learned earlier, with lower clustering coefficient or with fewer letters, are easier to produce than average (Baddeley, Thomson, & Buchanan, 1975; Nelson etSenior
al., 2013;
ZevinThan
& Shwe is foolish with power.
general
Seidenberg, 2002). All these effects are significant with two-tailed t tests at p < .05 (and
more often p < .001) and were verified across the 16 substitution models.
and a smaller number of media websites, and blogs, reported the following,
To make sure our observations are not the product of correlations or interactions, we
model the variations of the six features as a linear function of the start word’s feature
Senior general Than Shwe is crazy with power.
values:
/ðw0 Þ # /ðwÞ ¼ A þ B & /ðwÞ

The word foolish is acquired at an average of 8.94 years old, appears 675 times in t
dataset, has a Clustering coefficient of 8:2 ! 10"3 and is seven letters long. The word
where / is the vector of all six features of a word, A is an intercept
andwith,
B is acrazy, is acquired on average at 5.22 years old, appears about 4.
was vector,
replaced
2
.33. The
correspond6 9 6 coefficients matrix. This regression achieves an overall R of
times
in the
dataset, has a Clustering coefficient of 1:7 ! 10"3 , and is five letters lon
ing matrix of coefficients B is shown in Fig. 8: Aside from Age ofSuch
acquisition
and although
Clusa change,
minor in appearance, is a typical example of alteration along t
tering coefficient on which word frequency has a slight effect, thelines
variation
of
all
other
shown by our results.
features depends solely on the disappearing word’s same feature. In other words, there is

Burmese poet Saw Wai (Nov 2008):
“Senior general Than Shwe is foolish with power”
“Senior general Than Shwe is crazy with power”

"foolish": 8.94 y.o., 675 times, cc of .0082
>"crazy": 5.22 y.o., 4100 times, cc of .0017
Fig. 8.

Feature variations regression coefficients: Source feature values (columns) and feature variatio
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The speaker says “Thanks” –> “Danke”

SUBSTITUTION MODEL VARIANTS
S. Lerique, C. Roth / Cognitive Science (2017)

(i)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

13

Fig. 4. Substitution models: Substitutions inferred by four models in the situation introduced by Fig. 3. Each
of these models uses bins spanning 1 day aligned to midnight (see the main text for a complete description
of parameters). In the top left panel (a), q holds the majority in the first bin and is considered the unique
00
basis for q0 in bin 2. q0 and
q
are sources of sub(ii) have equal maximum frequency
(iii) in bin 2, however, so both (iv)
stitutions towards bin 3. In the top right panel (b), quotes that appear in the preceding bin cannot be the target of a substitution; this removes two substitutions compared to panel (a). In the bottom left panel (c), the
majority constraint is lifted compared to panel (a), making q00 in bin 1 a candidate source for q0 in bin 2. In
the bottom right panel (d), the majority constraint is also lifted compared to panel (a) (adding the same
q00 ! q0 substitution as in panel (c)), and the excluded-past constraint is added as in panel (b) (removing the

bin position

bin length

candidate
sources

candidate
destinations

